
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE (4)

The Joint Working Group set up between the Anglican churches in Southborough
and Bidborough has agreed that working together as a group rather than a team
ministry would be the best way forward.
Unlike a team ministry, a group is a collection of independent parishes, each with its
own incumbent, patronage and appointment procedures (except that the incumbents
of the other parishes in the group are consulted and the importance of the group is
included in the parish profile).
The incumbents are committed to working together within the group which is
formally established by a scheme or order, a legal document under which each
incumbent has authority to minister in the other parishes, but only in accordance
with the directions of the incumbents of those parishes, and it is the duty of all of
them to assist each other so far as to make the best possible provision for the cure
of souls throughout the area of the group ministry.
The incumbents meet regularly as a chapter, to discuss and reach a common mind
on all matters of general concern or special interest to the group ministry.
There may be a group council, with a chair and its own procedures; functions may
be required or permitted to be delegated (up) to it by PCCs, all if and as provided in
the scheme. The group council format would facilitate the churches working together
as equals on matters that we agree would best be worked on together without the
burden of an additional layer of administration, accounts and legal complexities.
This proposal would require much bigger changes to the current Southborough
Team Ministry than to St Thomas’s, because of their need to divide into parishes.
There will need to be discussions in each of the team churches.  Christ Church will
then be able to start work on recruiting an incumbent designate rather than a Team
Rector.
St Thomas PCC has considered this proposal and is recommending to the
congregation that St Thomas Church should form a Group Ministry with Christ
Church, St Peter’s and St Lawrence, Bidborough. A congregational meeting has
been organised for 8 pm on Thursday October 5th, to be attended by the Bishop
and the new Archdeacon for this to be discussed and questions answered. Do try to
come and be part of this important discussion on the shape of ministry at St
Thomas’s.
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